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A report from National Public Radio (NPR) got us thinking this 
month about the “small” investor’s place in the current 
market. The piece, titled “Small Investors Stay Wary of 
Betting on Wall Street,” was hosted by Linda Wertheimer 
with Jim Zarroli as the story’s reporter. It drew our interest 
because microcap investors are our audience. After all, they 
are the ones who invest in our stocks. 

 Zarroli’s report cited statistics such as, “46 percent of US 
households had money in stocks or stock funds last year… 
down from 59 percent in 2001,” which is a little startling for 
us. As a result, we developed a mini-study of volume and 
price averages and compared them. The results are below. 

VOLUME TRENDS 

There has been quite a bit of talk about the limited liquidity 
(amount of trading) in the microcap marketplace lately. The 
best way to examine liquidity is by looking at trading volume. 
Each day, every stock trades a certain number of shares. The 
total number of shares traded in a day is the stock’s volume. 
Adding the total shares traded in a period and dividing that 
total by the number of days can determine average daily 
volume over a period of time, which is something we when 
rating companies. We totaled the 200-day, 90-day, and 10-
day average volumes of the stocks listed in the August 
newsletter (not including stocks we recommended be sold). 
Once we had the average number of shares for each stock, 
we averaged them all together. We expected that the 200-
day average would be the highest number and the 10-day 
average would be the lowest number. This would indicate a 
downward trend in trading volume for our stocks. 

 After crunching the numbers, 
we found the 200-day average to be 
52,162 shares a day, the 90-day 
average to be 42,331, and the 10-
day average to be 31,941, 
illustrating a drop-off in volume. 
Over the past ten days, our stocks 
are trading on volume that is 39% 
less than their 200 day average. The 
chart to the right shows a visual 
representation of the data in which 
a downtrend can clearly be seen. 

 Our microcaps are not the only stocks that have lost 
volume on their 200-day average. The S&P 500 (typically used 
as a benchmark) averaged 3.7 billion shares a day over the 
past 200 days, 3.4 billion over the past 90 days and 3.2 billion 
over the past 10 days. So, the S&P 500, made up of the top 

traded stocks, is trading 13.5% below its 200-day average 
trading volume. 

 While our microcaps are down further, a downtrend in 
trading volume is evident across the market. More volume is 
typically viewed as a positive occurrence, but usually the 
summer is generally a slow period for the stock market, in 
which liquidity goes down. Lower volume can indicate more 
people holding their positions (not selling them), which is a 
good thing.  

PRICE TRENDS 

We also wanted to know how the price of our stocks was 
being affected. So, we calculated average prices for all of our 
stocks. Despite the lower volume, we found that our stocks 
are trading 3.6% higher in the last 10 days than over the past 
200 days on average. The 200-day average price totaled $3.04 
while the 10-day average price totaled $3.15. 

 As you can see 
to the left, the 
price trend chart is 
going up, versus 
the volume chart 
below, which is 
clearly going down. 
Whatever the 

lower volume may mean, price appreciation is always good. 
Our Beginner’s Portfolio is a good indicator of how our stocks 
are doing. Since January, the Portfolio is up 3%, mirroring the 
10-day/200-day comparison mentioned above. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 

Many may be asking, what does this 
fairly technical analysis mean for me? 
In short, it simply means that while 
there are ups and downs, our stocks 
will go up over longer periods of time.  
Our Plan is not for day traders but for 
those with patience. 

 Lower liquidity (trading volume) 
often leads to greater volatility, which 
has been the story of the summer. 
However, as volume returns this fall 

look for prices to level out. Stay invested in those stocks that 
you have already bought, and take advantage of lower prices 
by entering into new positions in other stocks. As always, 
follow the Game Plan, and try to have fun in microcaps. 
Remember, patience, patience, patience. 
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Market Overview 
This month there were no replacement changes to the Bowser 
Microcap Index. Once again, we had a volatile summer month. 
There was still no major action from the Federal Reserve, and 
economic announcements came in mixed. 

 The Bowser Index rose 1.7% from 659.32 to 670.67 (closing 
prices used from Friday, September 07, 2012). The Bowser Index, 
despite its gain, was behind other indexes this month, which rose 
as follows: 

 Dow Jones Industrial Average: up 2.7%; 

 S&P 500: up 4.6%; 

 NASDAQ Composite: up 7.4%; and 

 Russell 2000: up 9.2%. 

 The strong percentage gain in each index shows the markets 
coming out strong at the end of the summer, despite the 
uncertainty that still surrounds our national and global 
economies. 

 Since May (the unofficial beginning of summer), the Bowser 
Microcap Index is up 20.63 points or 3.2%. As noted on the front 
page, it was a slow summer, but volume should pick up in the 
coming months—hopefully causing prices to rise as well. 

Spine Pain expands again 
Last month, Spine Pain Management (OB:SPIN) announced 
the opening of two new affiliate centers in Florida. This 
month, the company announced yet another expansion. The 
company’s newest affiliate center is in Gainesville, FL, the 
largest city in North Central Florida. Gainesville will add an 
additional 125,000 people to its population reach with this 
expansion. 

 SPIN now has nine total affiliate centers (seven in Florida 
and two in Texas). 

 “We hope to expand the reach of our service in 
neighboring states. We are strategically extending our 
business model into target markets that are conducive to our 
business growth,” commented SPIN CEO Dr. William 
Donovan. 

 Recently SPIN has secured $1 million in financing (for 
more, see Briefs on page 5). Historically, Spine Pain has used 
these financing options to expand its affiliate program. 

 The company recently reported disappointing financial 
results, including a reduction in revenues and a net loss. The 
company maintains that it focused too much on expansion 
and not enough on patient referrals. 
 

Vertex Energy to acquire all of Vertex Holdings 
Vertex Energy (OB:VTNR) has signed an agreement with 
Vertex Holdings, L.P. and B & S Cowart Family L.P. to 
purchase all of Vertex Holdings’ assets and liabilities. 
Currently, Vertex Holdings operates under of number of 
subsidiaries: Cedar Marine Terminals, L.P., Crossroad Carriers, 
L.P., Vertex Recovery L.P., and H&H Oil, L.P. Under the 
agreement, VTNR will acquire all of these subsidiaries, as well 
as the property associated with H&H Oil, currently held by B 
& S Cowart Family. All these companies will be placed into a 
special purpose entity, named Vertex Acquisition Sub, LLC, 
which VTNR will then purchase. For the fiscal year ended 
December 31, 2011, Vertex Holdings’ operations generated 
$31 million in revenues and $6 million in earnings before 
interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA). In the 
first six months of the 2012 fiscal year, the company has 
generated revenues of $19 million and EBITDA of $3 million. 
 This acquisition is an integral part of VTNR’s goal of 
owning and operating collection and re-refining businesses. A 
large part of this acquisition is the intellectual property rights 
to the Thermal Chemical Extraction Process (TCEP) that Cedar 
Marine currently operates at its facility on behalf of VTNR. 
The deal will help to streamline all of Vertex Energy’s 
operations. 
 The parties have not yet finalized the value of the deal. 
VTNR will pay: 

1. $14.8 million in cash and assumed debt; 
2. 4,545,455 restricted shares of VTNR common stock; 
3. $1.7 million cash consideration for real-estate 

acquired from B&S Cowart Family. 
Additionally, VTNR may have to pay earn-out payments to 
Vertex Holdings for three-years following the close of the 
deal. The size of the payments is contingent upon the amount 
of EBITDA that VTNR generates in each of the three years 
following the close of the acquisition. 
 Director David Phillips made the following remark: “We 
believe that this acquisition is a critical step in the growth of 
Vertex Energy. As a result of this deal, we will operate a 
vertically integrated company that spans the full value chain 
within our industry, from feedstock collection through 
processing and end-product sales.” 

What does each subsidiary do? 

 Cedar Marine Terminals operates a 19-acre bulk 
liquid storage facility on the Houston Ship Channel. 

 Crossroad Carriers provides transportation and 
logistical services for hazardous materials. 

 Vertex Recovery collects and recycles used oil and 
residual materials. 

 H&H Oil is a subsidiary of Vertex Recovery which 
collects the used oil and residual materials. 

The Bowser Game Plan 
1. DO NOT PAY more than $3/share for a stock. 

2. CREATE A PORTFOLIO of 12 to 18 stocks. 

3. DO NOT SELL when a stock goes above $3/share and is moved to page 5. 

4. DO NOT SELL when a stock moves to a lower category. 

5. SELLING PLAN: Sell half of your holdings when the stock doubles from your purchase price. Sell the remainder after the stock drops 

25% from its most recent high. If the stock drops 50% before it has doubled, sell all shares. 

6. RECORD proceeds from sales. 
7. PORTFOLIO EVALUATION = Current value of portfolio + Proceeds from sale. 
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NASDAQ: INOC 
BOWSER RATING: 8 
Last 12 Months— 

$0.92-1.92 

 2010 2011 2012(A) 
REVENUES $79,619,000 $84,684,000 $63,067,000 
INCOME(LOSS) ($2,687,000) ($1,538,000) $886,000 
WORKING CAPITAL $10,933,000 $9,671,000 $7,840,000 
BOOK VALUE $1.66 $1.53 $1.60 
TOTAL SHARES 12,798,000 12,940,000 13,010,000 
FLOAT N/A N/A 2,350,000 
(A) SIX MONTHS ENDING 6/30/12 

Business 

Innotrac Corporation operates as an order processing and 
fulfillment, and customer service company. Companies can 
outsource their ordering and customer service segments to 
Innotrac if they are not part of the companies’ core 
operations. INOC believes that this will improve the quality of 
the companies’ non-core operations (which they 
have outsourced to INOC) and reduce their overall 
operating expenses. 

 Innotrac carries out its operation through two 
major segments that are described below: 

 Fulfillment Services. This is INOC’s 
primary segment. It deals with client 
order processing through warehouse 
management, shipping services, inventory 
tracking, and much more. Essentially, the company 
uses its personnel to pick, pack, verify and ship 
product orders for its clients. INOC uses automated 
systems to save on labor costs, provide more timely 
shipping solutions to customers, and improve order 
accuracy (which was 99.6% for 2011). 

 As part of the 
company’s fulfillment 
services, it will manage its 
clients’ inventory. INOC 
does so by monitoring a 
client’s stock and 
reporting it to the client. 

 The company also 
purchases and warehouses certain products, but 
only in low-risk scenarios. The scenarios are deemed 
low-risk through agreements made between INOC 
and its client. 

 Contact Center Services. In order to provide a 
comprehensive and thorough service, INOC provides 
customer support services to its clients’ customers. 
These services include taking orders, resolving 
questions concerning shipping, billing and order 
status, and from time to time selling clients’ 
products to prospective customers. 

 The company can also handle return and refund 
processing for its clients. 

 While these services are comprehensive, clients do not 
have to take part in both. Clients can choose their services on 
an as needed basis. 

 Some of the companies that Innotrac provides various 
services to are Target.com (a division of Target Corporation), 
Ann Taylor Retail, Inc., The North Face, Microsoft, AT&T, 
Qwest, Beachbody, LLC and Thane International. 

Financials 

Innotrac is in the process of turning around its financials. The 
company has not seen a profitable year since 2008. However, 

the company has strung together three straight profitable 
quarters to give it a trailing twelve month net income of 
$690,000 compared to a December 31, 2011 full-year net loss 
of $1,538,000. The recent turnaround is due to a spike in 
revenues, which has led to an increase in the company’s 
margins. Net revenue has grown from $79,619,000 for 2010 

fiscal year to a trailing twelve month total of 
$92,217,000 for the quarter ended June 30, 2012. 

 INOC also maintains a solid and consistent 
balance sheet with a current assets-to-liabilities 
ratio of 1.7, and an even higher total assets-to-
liabilities ratio of 2.4. The company has minimal 
long-term debt of $757,000 in the form of 
equipment leases. 

 INOC’s decrease in working capital is due to 
an increase in debt and a slight decrease in cash 

and net receivables. 

 The company has 13,010,000 shares outstanding, 81.2% 
of which are held by insiders. The high insider ownership 
results in a float of just 2.4 million shares. The company 
trades an average of just over 2,000 shares per day, resulting 

in some price volatility. 

Management 

Innotrac is headed by Chief 
Executive Officer and President 
Scott D. Dorfman. Mr. Dorfman was 
elected to his current position in 
2007. He currently owns 5,683,462 
shares of common stock. 

 Other large shareholders include: 

 IPOF Group with 4,321,771 shares of common; 

 Chief Operating Officer and Senior Vice President 
Robert J. Toner with 231,170 shares of common; and 

 Senior Vice President of Client Services Larry C. 
Hanger with 206,097 shares of common. 

Office: 6465 East Johns Crossing, Johns Creek, GA 30097, Tel: 
678/584-4000, Fax: 678/475-5840, www.innotrac.com 

Recent News 

Innotrac recently expanded into its 8
th

 fulfillment center. 
The new center is a 434,000 square foot location in 
Groveport, OH. The center features fully-automated systems, 
such as an Intelligrated® sorter and an Activated Roller Belt

TM
. 

Both systems are intended to improve the facility’s efficiency 
and capacity to handle large order volumes. Currently, the 
company has three clients in the new facility. 

We have been following Innotrac in the Bowser Database 
for some time now. Recently, the company’s stock price has 
jumped tremendously, including major jumps on 9/7 and 
9/10. These major jumps could result in a minor pull back. We 
still feel that this stock has the potential to double, and is a 
good investment. A lower float typically means a stock has a 
better chance of appreciation because of a lower volume. 
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MINIPRICED STOCKS IN BUYING RANGE 
SYMBOLS: (N) NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE; (A) NYSE AMEX; (GM) NASDAQ GLOBAL MARKET, WAS NATIONAL MARKET; (CM) NASDAQ CAPITAL MARKET, WAS THE SMALLCAP MARKET; (GS) 
GLOBAL SELECT MARKET; (OP) PINK SHEETS; (OB) BULLETIN BOARD; (ADR) AMER. DEPOSITORY RECEIPTS; (NR) NOT RATED; #-PREVIOUSLY APPEARED ON LIST, BUT WAS REMOVED BECAUSE IT 
HAD RISEN ABOVE $3.00/SHARE; @-FROM CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS; FIGURES IN PARENTHESIS ARE LOSSES; C-CANADIAN DOLLARS 

Made Original 
Appearance on 
List & Market Issue/Trading Symbol Principal Business 

Price 
09/06/12 

Long-
Term 
Debt 
(Millions) 

Sales 
Updated 
Quarterly 
(Millions) 

Income/Loss 
Updated 
Quarterly 
(Millions) 

Shares 
Outstanding 

(Millions) 
Bowser 
Rating 

CATEGORY ONE: OUR BEST PICKS 
# 12/11(A) AMER SHARED HOSP (AMS) TURNKEY TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS 2.91 $0.000 $22.3 $1.454 4.6 8 
  Office: 4 Embarcadero Ctr., Ste. 3700, San Francisco, CA 94111, Tel:415/788-5300, www.asts.com 
 02/12(GM) ATLANTIC AMERICAN (AAME) INSURANCE CARRIER 2.70 $0.000 $130.7 $5.067 21.3 8 
 06/10(OB) BULLION MONARCH (BULM) ACQUIRED BY EURASIAN MINERALS (See below)      
# 02/11(CM) CENTURY CASINOS (CNTY) INT’L CASINO ENTERTAINMENT 2.65 $3.298 $79.3 $4.294 24.1 8 
# 05/11(N) DOVER DOWNS (DDE) CASINO/HOTEL MANAGEMENT 2.52 $64.940 $248.8 $10.756 32.5 8 
 09/12(CM)  INNOTRAC CORP (INOC) ORDER PROCESSING/FULFILLMENT 1.71 $0.757 $92.2 $0.690 13.0 8 
# 12/07(A) FULL HOUSE RESORTS (FLL) MANAGES GAMING FACILITIES 2.85 $0.000 $127.2 $28.102 18.7 8 
 06/12(N) GOLDFIELD CORP (GV) ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION 2.20 $4.457 $52.6 $5.944 25.5 8 
# 12/06(A) ITERIS INC (ITI) OUTDOOR MACH VISION SYS/SENSORS 1.61 $0.000 $28.1 $3.093 33.9 8 
 04/11(CM) MAJESCO ENTERTAIN (COOL) DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT 1.69 $0.000 $143.0 $7.796 39.7 8 
 08/12(CM) NEWTEK BUSINESS  (NEWT) SMALL/MEDIUM BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 1.77 $50.884 $125.6 $7.342 36.9 8 

CATEGORY TWO: WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION 
 12/10(A) DIGITAL POWER (DPW) SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES 1.35 $0.000 $10.1 $1.099 6.9 8 
 08/11(A) GSE SYSTEMS (GVP) SERVICES NUCLEAR & PETRO IND. 1.90 $0.000 $54.1 $2.720 18.4 8 
 04/11(OB) LIBERATOR MEDICAL (LBMH) MEDICAL SUPPLIES FOR SENIORS 0.83 $0.000 $59.0 $1.857 48.1 8 
# 10/09(CM) LRAD CORP (LRAD) SOUND ACOUSTIC TECH. 1.17 $0.000 $15.6 $0.580 32.4 8 
      07/12(OB) SPINE PAIN MGMT (SPIN) SPINE INJURY SOLUTIONS 1.07 $0.503 $5.3 $0.805 17.9 8 
# 06/08(A) TENGASCO INC (TGC) DOMESTIC OIL/GAS OPERATIONS 0.71 $14.124 $18.9 $5.299 60.8 8 
# 06/11(OB) VERTEX ENERGY (VTNR) PROCESS/RECYCLE INDUST. WASTE 2.10 $0.000 $127.7 $4.505 10.1 8 

CATEGORY THREE: VERY SPECULATIVE 
 04/09(A) COVER-ALL TECH (COVR) PROPERTY/CASUALTY INSURANCE 1.20 $0.000 $16.4 ($2.201) 25.9 NR 
#  06/08(A) FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS (FSI) SPECIALTY CHEMICALS 1.28 $1.604 $16.2 ($0.626) 13.2 NR 
 11/11(A) GLOBALSCAPE (GSB) FILE TRANSFER SOFTWARE 2.03 $5.064 $21.7 ($0.288) 18.3 NR 
# 03/11(A) INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS (INS) VENTURE CAPITAL FIRM 1.65 $0.000 $16.7 ($0.147) 9.0 NR 
# 02/10(CM) MANHATTAN BRIDGE (LOAN) SHORT-TERM COMMERCIAL LOANS 0.91 $0.500 $1.6 $0.284 4.3 8 
 01/12(CM) PERMA-FIX ENVIRON(PESI) NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT 1.02 $13.814 $138.2 $7.809 56.1 NR 
 07/10(OP) REPRO-MED SYSTEMS (REPR) DESIGN/PRODUCTION OF MED PROD 0.26 $0.003 $6.6 $0.708 35.2 NR 
# 11/10(OP) SONO-TEK CORP (SOTK) LIQUID SPRAY PRODUCTS 0.91 $0.000 $11.9 $1.204 14.4 NR 
         

NOTE: We’ve assembled, in a bound booklet, a reproduction of the original company of the month write-ups 
for each of the above stocks. This Company of the Month booklet is available for $10. 

CATEGORY CHANGES 
The end of July and the beginning of August marked a busy 
earnings season for our recommendations. Not only was it 
busy, the season was also mildly disappointing, with a 
number of stocks not rising to their potential. As a result, we 
have a number of category changes. Remember: if you own a 
stock that moves down a category, DO NOT SELL. 

This month we do have one stock moving up a category. 
Riding a jump in revenues and a turn back to profits, LRAD 
Corp (CM:LRAD) moved from Category 3 to Category 2. The 
company reported a 33% increase in sales and a $200,000 
profit versus a $684,000 loss for the same quarter last year. 
For more on LRAD’s financials, see the Earnings page. 

 Flexible Solutions (A:FSI), because of a $465,995 loss 
compared to a $174,734 gain last year, moved from Category 
1 to Category 3. We also changed the company’s Bowser 
Rating from an 8 to a NR. 

 We have two stocks that moved from Category 1 to 
Category 2 this month: Spine Pain Management (OB:SPIN), 
and Vertex Energy (OB:VTNR). Each of these companies 
reported a net loss despite showing a net profit for the same 
quarter last year. VTNR reported an increase in revenues for 
the quarter, and SPIN reported a slight decrease in revenues. 
While both of these companies did disappoint, we still believe 
that they can come back with stronger results next quarter.  

 Lastly, we have three stocks that moved from Category 2 
to Category 3: GlobalSCAPE (A:GSB), Intelligent Systems 
(A:INS), and Perma-Fix Environmental (CM:PESI). These 
companies all had a net loss compared to a net gain in 
income for the same period last year. GSB and INS both 
reported decreases in revenues, while PESI posted a gain in 
revenues for the quarter. Because of recent slowed financial 
performance, these three companies all had their Bowser 
Ratings changed to a NR. For more details on all of these 
companies’ financials, see the Earnings page. 

Bullion Monarch fully merged 
On August 17, the merger between Eurasian Minerals Inc. 
and Bullion Monarch Mining, Inc. (OB:BULM) was finalized. 
As per the merger agreement, BULM became a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Eurasion Minerals upon the close of the deal. 
BULM shareholders approved the deal the same day that the 
two companies finalized the agreement. 

 Under this agreement, BULM shareholders will receive 
0.45 shares of Eurasian Minerals’ common stock and $0.11 
cash for each share of BULM common stock held at the deal’s 
close for an approximate value of $1.93/share to BULM 
shareholders.  

 BULM shares no longer trade as the company is now a 
part of Eurasian Minerals. 
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INSIDER TRADING NAME BUY/SELL DATE PRICE HOLDINGS 
Female Health Co Michael Pope(VP) S-40,000 8/07/12 $6.00 64,797 
     “               “ S-6,045 8/08/12 $6.01 58,752 
     “               “ S-17,056 8/09/12 $5.90 41,696 
      “              “ S-11,000 8/15/12 $5.89 30,696 
 Richard Wenninger(D) AS-10,000x 8/02/12 $6.01 930,184x 
     “               “ AS-10,000x 8/03/12 $6.10 920,184x 
     “               “ AS-10,000x 8/06/12 $6.03 910,184x 
     “               “ AS-10,000x 8/07/12 $6.00 900,184x 
     “               “ AS-3,260x 8/08/12 $6.00 896,924x 
     “               “ AS-900x 8/16/12 $6.20 896,024x 
     “               “ AS-10,000x 8/17/12 $6.21 886,024x 
     “               “ AS-10,000x 8/20/12 $6.28 876,024x 
     “               “ AS-1,502x 8/21/12 $6.20 874,522x 
     “               “ AS-10,000x 8/29/12 $6.49 864,522x 
     “               “ AS-10,000x 8/30/12 $6.53 854,522x 
Full House Resorts Kenneth R. Adams(D) B-1,500 8/14/12 $2.70 19,900 
 Mark J. Miller(CFO) B-5,000x 8/15/12 $2.66 457,296x 
     “              “ B-2,500x 8/23/12 $2.68 459,796x 
Giga-Tronics Inc Joseph W. Thompson(D) B-10,000 8/15/12 $1.35 10,000 
 Garrett Garrettson(D) B-1,100 8/31/12 $1.49-$1.59 200 
Majesco Ent Laurence Aronson(EVP) AS-1,656 8/03/12 $1.73 163,125 
 Allan Grafman(D) AS-4,687 8/03/12 $1.73 114,606 
 Louis Lipschitz(D) AS-1,656 8/03/12 $1.73 175,473 
 Keith McCurdy(D) AS-1,123 8/03/12 $1.73 48,419 
 Stephen Wilson(D) AS-1,389 8/03/12 $1.73 155,328 
Manhattan Bridge Lyron Bentovim(D) B-4,000 8/08/12 $0.95 14,358 
 Assaf Ran(CEO) B-5,000 8/08/12 $0.95 2,489,595 
Newtek Bus Serv Sam Kirschner(D) B-4,000 8/02/12 $1.70 43,000 
    “               “ B-525 8/03/12 $1.62-$1.65 43,525 
     “              “ B-1,300 8/03/12 $1.68 44,825 
     “              “ B-620 8/03/12 $1.68 45,445 
     “              “ B-4,000 8/06/12 $1.68 49,445 
     “              “ B-3,000 8/07/12 $1.86 52,445 
     “              “ B-2,258 8/28/12 $1.74 54,703 
     “              “ B-600 8/28/12 $1.74-$1.75 55,303 
     “              “ B-5,000 8/30/12 $1.82 60,303 
AS – Automatic sale; CEO – Chief executive officer; CFO – Chief financial officer; D – Director; EVP – Executive vice president; 
 P – President; VP – Vice president; x – indirect holdings.  

      

 

WE ENCOURAGE SUBSCRIBERS TO BUY OUR STOCKS WHEN THEY ARE $3 OR LESS. 
HOWEVER, WHEN THEY GO ABOVE $3, WE FOLLOW THEM IN THE FIRST GROUP BELOW. IN 
BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING LISTS, COLUMN 1 GIVES THE SHARE PRICE AS OF 09/06/12 PLUS 
THE CURRENT BOWSER RATING. COLUMN 2 IN THE FIRST LIST BELOW INCLUDES THE 
MONTH/YEAR WE ORIGINALLY RECOMMENDED THE ISSUE, THE PRICE PER SHARE THEN AND 
THE BOWSER RATING. (NR=not rated) 

 

FOLLOW-THROUGH 

      

ISSUE/EXCHANGE SYMBOL 1 2 ISSUE/EXCHANGE SYMBOL 1 2 

AMER SHARED HOSP (A:AMS) NOW $2.91; SEE PAGE 4 FOOD TECH SERVICE(CM:VIFL) $6.14(8) 01/07 $2.50(8) 
AVALON HOLDINGS (A:AWX) $3.83(8) 05/11 $2.90(9) GOLDEN ENTERPRISES(GM:GLDC) $3.41(9) 02/09 $2.35(9) 
CIMATRON LTD(CM:CIMT) $3.56(8) 02/08 $2.75(8) IEC ELECTRONICS(A:IEC) $5.80(8) 07/08 $1.99(8) 
CVD EQUIPMENT(CM:CVV) $9.98(8) 07/05 $2.03(9) INVENTURE FOODS(CM:SNAK) $6.04(8) 09/00 $2.56(8) 
DGSE COMPANIES(A:DGSE) $7.43(8) 12/03 $2.05(8) KEY TRONIC(GM:KTCC) $10.40(8) 11/08 $1.57(10) 
EVOLVING SYSTEMS(CM:EVOL) $6.34(8) 05/09 $3.68(8) METROPOLITAN HEALTH(N:MDF) $8.48(8) 01/08 $2.36(9)  
 *Price adjusted: 1-for-2 rev. split 07/09  PARAMETRIC SOUND (CM:PAMT) $10.33(8) 06/07 $4.30(NR)  
FEMALE HEALTH CO(CM:FHCO) $6.79(9) 10/07 $2.32(9)  *Price adjusted: 1-for-5 rev. split 03/12; spin-off from LRAD Corp.  
FIELDPOINT PETROLEUM(A:FPP) $4.67(8) 10/08 $2.24(8) SIMULATIONS PLUS(CM:SLP) $4.58(9) 05/10 $2.46(9) 
FONAR CORP (CM:FONR) $3.32(8) 03/12 $1.97(8) VERSAR INC (A:VSR) $3.12(10) 10/11 $2.76(10) 
      

THE FOLLOWING WE SAID SHOULD BE SOLD      

(COLUMN 2 SHOWS THE DATE, PRICE AND BOWSER RATING WHEN WE RECOMMENDED THE STOCK BE SOLD) 
BRIDGELINE DIGITAL(CM:BLIN) $1.18(NR) 12/11 $0.59(NR) GIGA-TRONICS INC (CM:GIGA) $1.57(NR) 03/11 $1.28(NR) 
CHINA PHARMA HOLDINGS(A:CPHI) $0.32(NR) 11/11 $0.90(NR) OUR PET’S CO (OB:OPCO) $0.44(NR) 08/12 $0.46(NR) 
ENVIROSTAR INC(A:EVI) $1.45(NR) 07/11 $1.25(NR) RELM WIRELESS CORP(A:RWC) $1.82(NR) 05/11 $1.45(NR) 
FORTUNE INDUSTRIES (A:FFI) $0.14(NR) 04/12 $0.27(NR) WELLS GARDNER(A:WGA) $2.11(NR) 06/11 $2.10(NR) 

BRIEFS 
CENTURY CASINOS’s (CM:CNTY) Century Casino Central City 
was voted “Best Casino in Denver for 2012” in a poll 
conducted by Denver A-List. The votes were tabulated over 
the past three months. . . . FIELDPOINT PETROLEUM (A:FPP) 
completed the multi-stage fracture stimulation on the East 
Lusk Federal 15 well #2. . . .GLOBALSCAPE’s (A:GSB) TappIn 

by GlobalSCAPE secure content mobility solution is a finalist 
for the Golden Bridge Awards. This marks TappIn’s second 
straight year as a finalist. . . . LRAD CORP (CM:LRAD) received 
its largest order to date for domestic law enforcement and 
emergency responders, totaling $468,000 from Nashville 
Metro. LRAD also appointed Bill VanDeWeghe to the 
company’s Board of Directors. . . . MAJESCO ENT. (CM:COOL) 

announced Mama’s Combo Pack Volume 1 
& 2 for Nintendo DS

TM 
and Mama’s 2-Pack 

on Wii
TM

, each selling for $29.99. . . . 
MANHATTAN BRIDGE (CM:LOAN) 
received a 180-day notice of delisting from 
NASDAQ for failure to maintain a $1 
minimum bid price for 30 consecutive 
business days. . . . NEWTEK BUSINESS 
SERVICES (CM:NEWT) has selected Ocean 
Media, LLC as the company’s media 
planner and buyer for NEWT’s new 
television ad campaign. . . . PARAMETRIC 
SOUND (CM:PAMT) appointed Bob 
Kulakowski as the company’s vice 
president of engineering. . . . SONO-TEK 
CORP (OP:SOTK) restructured its 
organization to appoint Dr. Joseph Reimer 
as VP-Food Business Development and 
Stephen Harshbarger as President. . . . 
SPINE PAIN MGMT (OB:SPIN) received $1 
million in financing through a 12% Secured 
Promissory Note with an existing 
shareholder. . . . VERSAR (A:VSR) received 
two performance-based remediation 
orders. The first for an initial $11.5 million 
with a potential $25 million over the next 
nine years for the Great Lakes Region, and 
the second for $7 million over the next 
nine years for Front Range Group. In each, 
VSR is teaming up with other contractors 
for the tasks. 
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BOWSER BUCKAROOS SPEAK 

A WORD FROM OUR BOOK PUBLISHER 

I have been trying to recall how I got on the list to receive The 
Bowser Report.  I had earlier published a book titled How to 
Make Money in Penny Stocks:  The Ultimate Solution for the 
Small Investor by Jim Scott (which is now out of print).  The 
book, published in 1982, sold well in the United States and 
Canada.  After a year or two went by, there was a penny stock 
scandal that took down several Denver brokerage firms.  Jim 
Scott’s firm also closed. 

Weekly, if not daily, I received requests for his book.  I 
remembered Max had published a pamphlet on his winning 
system of penny stocks and I called him.  We arranged to 
publish it with a new title, Making Dollars with Pennies. 

I remember the best stock I got from the newsletter was 
Telefonos de Mexico, which I purchased for $2.50.  It ended 
up splitting into a total of 3 stocks. 

I have always tried to publish each book in a timely 
fashion.  Being a one person publisher made it difficult to 
advertise and market his books to their full potential. 

It’s sad not to have the phone calls from Max at 7 A.M.  If 
the phone rang that early, I knew it was Max, with his upbeat 
voice to see how I was doing. 

--Jim Wortham, Madison, IN 

Jim has always done a great job of publishing our books.   
He’s not only a likable guy, but a psychologist as well and a 
very good investor as we noted on the front page of the April 
2010 newsletter. 

NEWTEK’S LONG-TERM DEBT 

Your statement in the August issue “Long-term debt has 
decreased from $51.9 million in December 2009 to its current 
level of $11.6 million,” may be inaccurate.  The $11.6 million 
is short-term debt.  They are credits in lieu of cash that have a 
direct offset in the asset section for the same amount.   

 I double checked the cash flow statement for the last 
three years (2009-2011) and debt has actually increased.   

 Please let me know if I am wrong. 

  --Jason Graves, Kailua, HI 

You are absolutely correct, Jason.  We spoke with Newtek 
and they noted that Yahoo!Finance has posted the wrong 
long-term debt figure.  The true figure should be 
$50,884,000.  The company wanted to make sure that all of 
our readers understand that a portion of this long-term debt 
is a securitization trust.  [Editor’s note:  This is a financing tool 
that allows for the securitization of non-mortgage assets and 
usually involves debt obligations with short maturities such as 
credit card receivables, home equity loans and car loans.] 

CONFUSED IN TAMPA AGAIN 

It’s your ole confused Buckaroo again.  I was looking at your 
Warrant Register (in the newsletter) and thought I might give 

it a whirl.  Do you have some way I can get it explained to 
me? 

 --Clark Gottschalk, Tampa, FL 

Every time that Clark gets confused (see the May 2012 issue 
of “Bowser Buckaroos Speak”), his confusion has us 
disseminating some good information.   

 While we have done a lot of discussion on warrants in 
the past few months in the newsletter, 
if any of our Buckaroos would like a 
more detailed analysis, there is 
“Warrants: The Speculator’s Friend.”  
Thanks to Clark, we can give it a plug 
here. . . . . We have just finished 
completely revising this publication, 
making it more readable and with 
added articles.   

YET MORE ON WARRANTS 

I am a recent subscriber to The Bowser Report.  I would like to 
obtain a complete list of all the stocks on the NYSE and 
NASDAQ that offer warrants.  Could you provide me with 
these stocks?  Do you have a database with these stocks 
listed?  Thank you. 

   --Frederick Klemen, Livermore, CA 

Frederick, the closest thing we have is the Warrant Register, 
which is the front page of the Supplement included in the 
newsletter.  Plus, our warrants are limited to being below 
$1.00. 

 We are not aware of any print publications devoted to all 
the warrants on the NYSE and NASDAQ.  However, there is an 
online warrant vehicle—www.stockwarrants.com—which 
lists many warrants. 

WORKING FOR A CPA FIRM 

 “To maintain independence, employees of CPA firms are 
prohibited from investing in a company that their firm 
audits.” When I invest in a publicly-traded company, I must 
check my firm’s restricted entity list.  If the company is listed, 
it gets a pass. 

   --John Hanrahan, Madison, WI 

John is a 19-year Buckaroo and a CPA.  This observation is one 
not often thought about.  Actually, just this past September, 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filed a civil 
injunction against a pair of Georgia CPAs accusing them of 
insider trading.  

 And, according to the November-December 2011 
“Practical Compliance & Risk Management for the Securities 
Industry,” the SEC and the Department of Justice (DOJ) have 
begun several actions against “access persons,” employees of 
service firms, who obtain material nonpublic information 
about issuer clients, for insider trading. 

 This is something that makes total sense to us. 
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Beginner’s Portfolio Up 178% 
 BOUGHT: NEWT @ $1.77/share plus $10 commissions = $187 

 BOUGHT: DPW @ $1.35/share plus $10 commissions = $145 

MERGER: BULM @ 0.45 shares of EMXX (SOLD) and $0.11/share less $10 commissions = $109 

SOLD: VIFL @ $6.14/share less $10 commissions = $604 
          

 Cost 09/06/12  Cost 09/06/12  Cost 09/06/12  
*MDF 239/Mar ‘08 424 AAME 280/Mar ‘12 270 INS 179/June ‘12 168 Proceeds 

LOAN 120/Mar ‘10 91 COOL 258/Apr ‘12 169 SPIN 125/July ‘12 107 From Sales 

CNTY 270/Mar ‘11 265 DDE 289/May ‘12 252 FSI 145/Aug ‘12 128 9,322 

GVP 210/Sep ‘11 191 GV 168/June ‘12 220 ITI 162/Aug ‘12 161 109 
GSB 181/Nov ‘11 197 VTNR 175/June ‘12 210 NEWT 187/Sep ‘12 177 604 

PESI 180/Mar ‘12 102 AMS 308/June ‘12 291 DPW 145/Sep ‘12 135 (187) 

        3,558 (145) 

 Cost for all stocks: $4,766 *50 shares   Proceeds from Sales: 9,703 9,703 

      Current Value of Portfolio: 13,261  

Gain:  13,261 minus $4,766 = 8,495      

Percentage of gain:  8,495 divided by $4,766 x 100 = 178.2      
Comments: This is a simulated portfolio for those who would like to actively participate in the stock market…They want an approach that will serve as a 

learning situation…An investment of $200 to $300 a month is required…With each new Company of the Month, 100 shares were purchased until we had 

18…We use an internet broker…We follow the Bowser Game Plan. Portfolio started Sep. ’01. 

 

BEGINNER’S PORTFOLIO EXPLANATION 

This month we had a few changes to the Beginner’s 
Portfolio. First, we sold Food Tech Service (CM:VIFL) 
because it dropped 25% from its most recent high. This 
resulted in our adding $604 to our Proceeds from Sales 
figure. We replaced VIFL with last month’s Company of the 
Month, Newtek Business Services (CM:NEWT). 

 Second, Bullion Monarch Mining (OB:BULM) merged 
with Eurasian Minerals Inc. (A:EMXX). As per the merger 
agreement, BULM shareholders received 0.45 shares of 
EMXX common stock and $0.11 cash per share of BULM 
common. We sold the EMXX shares immediately and added 
the proceeds from that sale to the cash payout. We replaced 
BULM with Digital Power Corp. (A:DPW). The Beginner’s 
Portfolio is up 4% over the last month—from 174.2% to 
178.2%. 

WNBA team partners with COOL 
Majesco Entertainment (CM:COOL) and New York Liberty, a 
WNBA basketball team, have entered into a marketing 
partnership for COOL’s NBA Baller Beats game. As part of 
the partnership, New York Liberty is offering fans the chance 
to try out the new game at the Prudential Center in Newark, 
NJ, through September 9. The game is set to release on 
September 11. 

 COOL CEO Jesse Sutton commented, “Working in 
Edison, NJ, we’ve been long-time fans of the New York 
Liberty. It’s been a real pleasure to team up with the 
talented players of the Liberty. NBA Baller Beats and the 
Liberty share the goal of bringing basketball to players of all 
ages and backgrounds, whether it’s on the court or in your 
rec room.” 

 Majesco will also take part in the Liberty Fit Initiative by 
joining the Liberty team in promoting health, wellness, and 
an active lifestyle through a number of activities that are 
planned for the 2012 season. 

Metropolitan Health to acquire practices 
MetCare of Florida, Inc., a subsidiary of Metropolitan 
Health Networks (N:MDF), has announced that it will 
acquire certain assets and assume certain liabilities of 

Kanner, Shteiman, LLC. Kanner, Shteiman currently owns 
two medical practices that provide MetCare services to its 
patients already. The practices serve over 1,100 Humana 
Medicare Advantage members. 

 MDF’s president and chief operating officer, Dr. Jose A. 
Guethon, MD, noted, “We are very pleased to announce 
that Drs. Kanner and Shteiman have agreed to become full-
time members of the MetCare team. These physicians have 
built successful practices that have served MetCare and 
other customers in the Palm Beach area very well. By joining 
MetCare, they will be able to leverage the resources of our 
entire organization as they continue to deliver quality 
healthcare services to their patient base.” 

 Metropolitan Health has not disclosed the terms of the 
acquisition agreement. The deal is expected to close within 
the next 90 days. 

Newtek launches website redesign 
In an effort to coincide with Newtek Business Services’ 
(CM:NEWT) branding strategy of “Newtek—The Small 
Business Authority,” the company has launched a redesign 
of its current website (www.thesba.com). The new website 
will focus on the customers’ experiences, helping them 
identify the ways in which Newtek can help small businesses 
through a number of high-quality services to increase sales, 
reduce costs, and minimize risks. 

 The site will now feature testimonials and case studies. 
It will be more user friendly with less buttons. The fewer 
buttons will allow customers to clearly identify products and 
services, along with their features and benefits. NEWT 
believes that the redesign will help the company to acquire 
new clients and create higher levels of customer referrals. 

 Barry Sloane, NEWT’s CEO: “Our business has 
evolved rapidly and our new website and media campaign 
reflect that growth and our current position in the market. 
Newtek has become the destination for business owners to 

acquire state-of-the-
art business 
solutions that will 
improve their 
businesses in a 
multitude of ways.” 
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FIVE BOWSER STOCKS UP OR DOWN LAST MONTH 

VERTEX ENERGY UP 30% REPRO-MED DOWN 23% 

COVER-ALL UP 21% LIBERATOR MED DOWN 22% 

INVENTURE UP 15% GOLDFIELD DOWN 19% 

PARAMETRIC UP 13% SONO-TEK DOWN 18% 

GLOBALSCAPE UP 9% METRO HEALTH DOWN 16% 

 

NOTES BY THE EDITOR 
Well Buckaroos, the website launched! After what seemed 
like a long, imvolved process, we finally did it. Now, the flow 
of Bowser information is much faster. In fact, this past month 
we had three  blog entries that are of interest to Buckaroos: 

 “BOWSER 101: Penny Stocks and Microcaps” is all 
about defining and differentiating between the two 
commonly used terms. 

 “2
nd

 Edition of the Warrant Booklet released” 
announces and details the release of the second 
edition of the Warrant Booklet. The new booklet is 
reformatted, and includes two new articles. 

 “Limit your losses with the Bowser Game Plan” talks 
all about how The Bowser Report can help you limit 
your losses when investing. 

To read any of these stories, visit thebowserreport.com/blog. 
We suggest checking up on the site often for new posts that 
may be of interest to you. Checking the site on a regular basis 
is also a way for you to become informed of any big changes 
that might happen to our companies between newsletters. 
 As with any big launch, we did run into a few technical 
SNAFUs with the launch of the new site. The main culprit was 
our Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certification that verifies that 
we are indeed The Bowser Report and not a schemer out for 
your money. We have resolved the issues concerning the 
SSL’s implementation. 
 Currently, we are still working on uploading all of the 
Company of the Month profiles to the site. We expect this to 
be done over the next month. Another feature that we are 
working on is the shop previews of our products. This feature 
will enable prospective buyers to view photos of the item 
that they are considering for purchase. 
 Again, if you are a current subscriber and wish to view 
the “Subscriber Only” online content, you must notify us that 
you wish to switch services. You can do that by calling us at 
757/877-5979 or emailing us at ministocks@aol.com. 
 Ministocks@aol.com has been our go to email address 
for quite some time now. However, with the launch of the 
website, we have gotten some emails stating that people 
have overlooked this email address or have deleted emails 
because they didn’t recognize it. 
 Beginning on Monday, September 17, any emails from 
the website will come under the email address: 

customerservice@thebowserreport.com. Other new email 
addresses include cindy@thebowserreport.com and 
thomas@thebowserreport.com. These email addresses can 
be used to get in touch with the editors of the publication. 
The Bowser Report can still be reached via the 
ministocks@aol.com address for all inquiries as usual. 
If you have any ideas for a front page article, or wish to be 
featured as a contributor, please contact us. We are always 
open to Buckaroos’ opinions and take them seriously. If you 
have any ideas on how we can improve our service to you, 
please let us know! 
Online subscribers wishing to renew should purchase the 
Bowser Year Subscription (online version) on our website’s 
shop. This will start a payment cycle with PayPal. Your PayPal 
account will be automatically charged $59/year starting with 
the date that you first purchase the online option. In order to 
not renew, you must cancel your payments through PayPal.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FOR THOSE SUBSCRIBERS WHO WOULD LIKE TO 
HAVE THE NEWSLETTER ONLINE, PLEASE LET US 
KNOW THE NAME YOUR SUBSCRIPTION IS 
UNDER. THANKS. 
 

The Bowser Database 
 Replaces our Directory of Small Stocks. 

 Not available by yearly subscription. Single 

copy only. 

 Constantly updated. New stocks added, 

others deleted. 

 Except for Company of the Month issues, all 

stocks above $5 a share are removed. 

 Each entry is given a Bowser Rating. 

 Thirteen fields of information are included 

on each stock. 

 Newly added Dividend Stock Listing 

included, plus the updated Bowser Microcap 

Index. 

 $20 a copy. Free Shipping. 
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LAST MONTH’S 

BIGGEST GAINER 

FAIRPOINT COMM. 

UP 127% 
WARRANT REGISTER 

Company Market/Symbol Principle Business 
Stock Price 

09/06/12 

Warrant 
Price 

09/06/12 
Conv. 
Ratio 

Exer. 
Price Expire Date No. Wts 

Bowser 
Rating 

Associated Banc-Corp GS:ASBCW Bank holding company 13.08 1.44 1.00 19.77 11/21/18 4.0M 9 
1200 Hansen Rd., Green Bay, WI 54304, Tel: 920/491-7000, www.associatedbank.com  CALL TERMS: Not callable 

Bank of America N:BAC-WTB Banking and financial services 8.35 0.72 1.00 30.79 10/28/18 121.8M 9 
Bank of Amer. Corp. Center, 100 N Tryon St., Charlotte, NC 28255, Tel: 704/386-5681, www.bankofamerica.com  CALL TERMS: Not callable 

China Hydroelectric N:CHC-WT Hydroelectric power in China 1.03 0.01 1.00 3.45 12/31/13 6.0M 7 
420 Lexington Ave., Ste. 860, New York, NY 10170, Tel: 646/467-9800, www.chinahydroelectrice.com  CALL TERMS: $23.00 for 20 out of 30 days 

Citigroup N:C-WTA Investment Banking 31.12 0.45 1.00 106.10 01/04/19 2.6M 8 
399 Park Ave., New York, NY 10043, Tel: 212/559-1000,www.citigroup.com  CALL TERMS: Not callable; exercise price adj. for dividends above $.01 

Combimatrix CM:CBMXW Biotech development 0.61 0.10 1.00 9.00 05/01/14 1.1M 6 
6500 Harbour Heights Pkwy, Ste. 303, Mukilteo, WA 98275, Tel: 425/493-2000, www.combimatrix.com  CALL TERMS: 250% of exercise price for 20 days 

FairPoint Comm OB:FRPZW Communications in New England 7.12 0.25 1.00 48.81 01/24/18 3.6M 7 
521 E. Morehead St., Ste. 250, Charlotte, NC 28202, Tel: 704/344-8180, www.fairpoint.com  CALL TERMS: Not callable 

Flatworld Acquisition OB:FWLWF Seeking to buy another company 10.14 0.11 1.00 11.00 12/15/15 67.0M NR 
Palm Grove House, Road Town, Tortola VG1110, BVI, Tel: 284/545-6127, www.flatworldcapital.com  CALL TERMS: $16.50 for 20 out of 30 days 

Ford Motor Co. N:F-WT Motor vehicles 9.92 1.10 1.00 9.20 01/01/13 362.0M 8 
One American Rd., Dearborn, MI 48126, Tel: 313/322-3000, www.ford.com  CALL TERMS: Not callable 

Homeowner’s Choice GM:HCIIW Property/casualty insurance in FL 20.89 5.84 0.50 9.10 07/31/13 6.7M 8 
145 NW Central Park Plaza, Ste. 115, Port St. Lucie, FL 34986, Tel: 72/204-9394, www.hcpci.com  CALL TERMS: $11.38 for 10 out of 20 days 

Iridium Communications GS:IRDMZ Mobile voice/data communications 7.62 1.65 1.00 11.50 02/05/15 14.0M 9 
1750 Tysons Blvd., Ste. 1400, McLean, VA 22102, Tel: 703/287-7400, www.iridium.com CALL TERMS: $18.00 for 20 out of 30 days 

Microvision Inc CM:MVISW Miniature images and displays 2.66 0.10 1.00 3.60 07/23/13 0.6M 6 
6222 185th Ave. N.E., Richmond, WA 98052, Tel: 425/415-6847, www.mvis.com  CALL TERMS: If common averages $7.20 for 20 days 

Owens Corning N:OC-WTB Building materials worldwide 33.18 0.89 1.00 45.25 10/31/13 7.8M 8 
One Owens Corning Pkwy, Toledo, OH 43659, Tel: 419/248-8000, www.owenscorning.com  CALL TERMS: Not callable 

Resolute Energy N:REN-WT Petroleum/natural gas 9.23 0.78 1.00 13.00 09/25/14 1.7M NR 
1000 Crescent Ct., Ste. 1200, Dallas, TX 75201, Tel: 214/615-2300, no website CALL TERMS: $18.00 for 20 out of 30 days. Was Hicks Acquisition 

Retail Opportunity Invest GS:ROICW Commercial real estate investment 12.59 0.93 1.00 12.00 10/23/14 44.0M 8 
3 Manhattanville Rd., 2nd Fl., Purchase, NY 10577, Tel: 914/272-8080, www.roireit.net  CALL TERMS: $18.75 for 20 out of 30 days 

S&W Seed Company CM:SANWW Agricultural products 5.80 0.75 1.00 7.15 05/03/15 1.0M 8 
2552 S. Butte Ave., Five Points, CA 93624, Tel: 599/884-2535, www.swweedco.com  CALL TERMS: $8.80 for 5 consecutive days/$0.25 

TCF Financial N:TCB-WT Bank holding company 11.49 1.60 1.00 16.93 11/14/18 3.2M 6 
200 Lake Street East, Wayzata, MN 55391, Tel: 952/745-2760, www.tcfbank.com  CALL TERMS: Not callable 

U-Swirl Inc. PK:SWRLW U-Swirl frozen yogurt 0.25 0.003 1.00 5.10 03/19/13 5.6M 7 
1075 American Pacific, Ste. C, Henderson, NV 89074, Tel: 702/448-5301, www.healthyfastfood.com  CALL TERMS: 120% of ex. price for 5 days/$0.25. Was Healthy Fast Food 

 

Iridium Communications joins the list 
With the expiration of the NeoStem (A:NBS) warrants, Iridium 
Communications (GS:IRDM) has been added to the Register. 
IRDM provides mobile voice and data communication using 
satellites. With mobile technology advancing, this company 
sits in the middle of it all, and its financials show its success in 
the mobile marketplace. 

 The company’s sales have grown from $76.0 million in 
2009 to $387.9 million over the trailing twelve months (ttm). 
Over the same period, the company turned a net loss of 
$44.4 million to a net income of $49.8 million (ttm). At the 
same time, the company has kept a solid balance sheet, with 
a book value of $10.04 (a 33% premium on its latest trading 
price) and a current assets-to-liabilities ratio of 2.2. The only 
blemish is Iridium’s $568 million in long-term debt. As a result 
of these financials, Iridium Communications’ Bowser Rating is 
a healthy 9. 

 IRDM’s warrants (symbol IRDMZ) offer an opportunity to 
buy into this company at a lower price. The warrants trade 
above our $1.00 recommendation, however, they have until 
February 2, 2015 before they expire. The common price is 
about $4.00 short of the strike price, meaning that if the 
common climbs, the warrants will shoot up. With over two 
years before they expire, there is plenty of time for 
appreciation. 

 These warrants are worth watching, and if the price 
comes down a bit, they could be a good deal with time left 
and a reachable strike price. 

MicroVision partners with Intersil 
MicroVision, Inc. (CM:MVIS) and Intersil Corporation are 
teaming up to enhance the quality of MVIS’s PicoP® display 
technology. Under the agreement, the two companies will 
collaborate to design and implement advanced, integrated 
chipsets (ASICs) for the PicoP® displays. Once completed, the 
new chipsets will enhance the display technology in a number 
of ways, including touch and proximity sensing, increased 
brightness, and power, size, and cost reduction. 

S&W Seed busy with stevia and alfalfa 
S&W Seed Company (CM:SANW) made a number of positive 
announcements this month regarding its production. First, 
the company announced that its stevia is being harvested for 
commercial production for the second straight year. Second, 
SANW has begun harvesting alfalfa seed on 350 acres of 
farmland in CA’s Imperial Valley. Third, the company 
announced an increased effort in Sudan. SANW hired an 
agronomist to work with existing and potential customers in 
the region to educate them about alfalfa benefits. Lastly, 
SANW purchased the rights to a portfolio of alfalfa seed 
varieties suited for colder climates. 

SWRLW Warrants not trading 
TAKE NOTE—The SWRLW warrants on our list have not 
traded in some time. Because warrants trade at lower 
volume, it is typical for them to not trade for a few days. 
However, a few months is too long. Unless it trades, SWRLW 
will be deleted from our list next month. 



EARNINGS 
 

 Quarter 
Ended 

 
Current Sales 

Same Period 
Last Year 

Current 
Earnings 

Same Period 
Last Year 

 
Comments 

American Shared Hospital(AMS) 6/30/12 4,284,000 4,206,000 226,000 271,000 (A) 
Atlantic American Corp(AAME) 6/30/12 34,953,000 29,073,000 781,000 192,000  
Avalon Holdings(AWX) 6/30/12 12,609,000 11,375,000 274,000 77,000  
Century Casinos(CNTY) 6/30/12 17,791,000 18,002,000 1,148,000 644,000 (B) 
Cimatron Ltd(CIMT) 6/30/12 10,608,000 9,975,000 998,000 881,000  
Cover-All Tech(COVR) 6/30/12 5,438,346 4,995,592 (39,168) 681,380 (C) 
CVD Equipment Corp(CVV) 6/30/12 7,094,000 7,508,000 321,000 778,000 (D) 
Digital Power Corp(DPW) 6/30/12 2,942,000 3,172,000 478,000 408,000  
Evolving Systems(EVOL) 6/30/12 6,654,000 4,444,000 2,131,000 11,417,000 (E) 
Fieldpoint Petroleum(FPP) 6/30/12 2,157,135 1,916,749 719,454 410,929  
Flexible Solutions Int’l(FSI) 6/30/12 3,761,729 3,930,075 (465,995) 174,734 (F) 
Food Technology Service(VIFL) 6/30/12 1,019,823 910,707 416,630 363,977  
Full House Resorts(FLL) 6/30/12 27,840,499 31,124,170 732,479 1,396,520 (G) 
GlobalSCAPE Inc(GSB) 6/30/12 5,702,000 5,710,000 (140,000) 471,000 (H) 
Goldfield Corporation(GV) 6/30/12 18,480,753 7,470,444 2,440,211 31,951  
GSE Systems(GVP) 6/30/12 13,183,000 11,257,000 158,000 (244,000)  
Intelligent Systems Corp(INS) 6/30/12 4,032,000 4,157,000 (265,000) 637,000 (I) 
Key Tronic Corporation(KTCC) 6/30/12 96,733,000 66,044,000 3,811,000 1,537,000  
Liberator Medical Holdings(LBMH) 6/30/12 14,961,000 13,319,000 676,000 90,000  
LRAD Corporation(LRAD) 6/30/12 3,161,000 2,382,000 200,000 (684,000)  
Manhattan Bridge Captial(LOAN) 6/30/12 414,561 341,609 80,080 87,101 (J) 
Metropolitan Health(MDF) 6/30/12 193,408,000 97,320,000 2,929,000 5,926,000 (K) 
Newtek Business Serv(NEWT) 6/30/12 32,338,000 32,322,000 1,204,000 (311,000)  
Parametric  Sound(PAMT) 6/30/12 34,000 2,000 (1,708,000) (485,000)  
Perma-Fix Environmental(PESI) 6/30/12 33,978,000 28,913,000 (1,386,000) 4,218,000 (L) 
Spine Pain Management(SPIN) 6/30/12 919,396 1,253,049 (385,879) 306,903 (M) 
Tengasco Inc(TGC) 6/30/12 5,230,000 4,790,000 1,100,000 1,000,000  
Vertex Energy Inc(VTNR) 6/30/12 31,293,193 27,790,860 (159,025) 1,410,739  
       

(A)  - CEO Ernest A. Bates, MD:  “AMS continues to search for 
ways to lower expenses and increase profitability and 
cash flow. The company is attempting to relocate 
corporate headquarters and to refinance certain of its 
equipment debt.” 

(B)  - “The Waldo Canyon fires had a significant negative 
impact on CNTY’s operations in Cripple Creek, CO.  The 
casino was closed for a total of eight days,” noted co-
CEOs Erwin Haitzmann and Peter Hoetzinger. 

(C)  - John Roblin, CEO:  “COVR’s growth is uneven from 
quarter to quarter reflecting the unpredictability of the 
exact timing of customers’ decisions.  We continue to 
believe that our total revenue for 2012 will represent a 
sixth consecutive year of record revenues.” 

(D)  - The building that housed CVV’s Application Library has 
been sold, resulting in a capital loss of around 
$694,000 or $0.12/share. 

(E) - EVOL’s year ago second quarter included $12.5 million 
in income from discontinued operations.  

(F) - CEO Daniel B. O’Brien:  “FSI’s sales tend to be larger 
during the first half of the year, causing higher 
accounts receivable and lower cash and inventory 
numbers.  With regard to revenue forecasting, given 
the continuing economic slow-down in Europe and the 

Far East, it is too difficult and unrealistic to give 
accurate revenue guidance at this time.” 

(G) - “Given a stagnant economy and new competition in 
Ohio, we were satisfied with the results from FLL’s 
Rising Star Casino and our Northern Nevada 
properties,” said CEO Andre Hilliou.  

(H)  -  Jim Morris, CEO:  “Our decreased earnings reflect 
anticipated, increased expenses resulting primarily 
from the integration of TappIn Inc. and its products 
into GSB.” 

(I)  - The quarter and year-to-date results are not directly 
comparable to INS’ prior year results due to non-
recurring income of $450,000 that is included as Other 
Income in last year’s results. 

(J) - “During the second quarter, we have paid a significant 
amount of money for legal fees in relation to the 
derivative lawsuit that was filed, dismissed and filed 
again.  LOAN is insured to cover legal fees, but needs to 
pay the initial $75,000,” said CEO Assaf Ran. 

(K) - Due to Continucare expenses, operating expenses 
increased 158.1% for MDF. 

(L)  - PESI implemented staff reductions and expects to 
benefit from these in the second half of the year. 

(M) - SPIN had a reduction in patient referrals this quarter. 
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